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Introduction

Collecting is like a door into the future, and the 
past. Often to an area of which the collector has 
no knowledge, but his emotional instincts lead 
him into the unknown, a world – mysterious and 
beautiful – that he can only share in due to the act 
of collecting. The thrill is often in the hunt, and 
the challenge of obtaining an artwork against all 
odds, and against other conspirators.

– Johann Kritzinger

My father wrote the above to me as a comment during his reading  
of my masters thesis about South African art collectors, a study 
that he had largely inspired. I was afforded the privilege of editing 
this volume on his Chinese collection, for which I am very grateful. 
I have tried to preserve as much of my father’s voice as possible in 
this text, and his laudable attempt to avoid simply using the words 
of the referenced texts. In describing an object, one runs the risk of 
being superfluous in an attempt to use embellished descriptions, 
so simplicity was chosen for discussion of the objects. The beauty  
and the unique nature of these pieces are evident in the images  
accompanying the text.

The Youxiantang collection is the result of a lifetime obsession  
and love. It was given an auspicious name, carefully selected  
by Kai-yuen Ng of K. Y. Fine Art in Hong Kong, to approximate  
the sound of the name ‘Johann’ in Chinese. Collections of this  
quality and focus cannot emerge overnight, but are the yield of 
patience, sustained enthusiasm and an unwavering infatuation. 
Through the act of collecting, my father has introduced his family 
and friends to very interesting objects, experiences and people.  
I speak for my mother Lina, and brother Jaco as well, when I say  
that we have fallen in love with China and with the myriad of 
cultures that we have experienced through travel, history and  
literature relating to Eastern Asia. My father has nurtured the  
same obsession, in us his family, that he managed to cultivate  
in himself for Chinese antiquities and it has led to fantastic  
adventures and inspired moments.

Thank you, Daddy, for instilling your intellectual curiosity in us  
all and for providing great opportunities through your hard work,  
dedication, zeal and love. We are immeasurably grateful and  
endlessly enamoured with China. Congratulations on producing  
a spectacular tome and a breathtaking Chinese art collection.

 – Nicola Kritzinger
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Early archaic bronze you vessel
Western Zhou Dynasty 1027–771 BC

The vessel is in the shape of an oval bucket with a cover. It has  
a plump belly on a high spreading foot rim. Below the neck rim,  
there is a band of four highly stylized kui dragons. A bovine like  
taotie image is present on both sides in the centre of the band.  
The central to lower part of the belly remains undecorated.  
The everted foot is decorated with two parallel rings. The lid  
has a similar decorative band with stylized dragons. The lid has  
a heavily encrusted everting handle. The bucket has a swing  
handle. The handle is decorated with dragons and has heavy  
original encrustation that obscures some of the decoration.  
The handle terminates in two large taotie masks. The masks  
are well stylized, with evidence of heavy encrustation on one.  
Inside the lid, and in the bottom of the vessel, two deeply carved 
and clear ideograms are visible. The previous collector has cleaned 
these. The patina is blue green, with extensive malachite, cuprite 
and azurite encrustation.

H : 22.8 cm (with handle)
H : 20.4 cm (without handle)

Provenance  

Roger Keverne, London.

 

Susan Ollemans, London.

Published:

Lord Cunliffe Collection, Exhibited September–

October 1973; Bluett and Sons, IV, no. 9, 

collected pre 1950.

References:

Bagley, R. W. Shang ritual bronzes in the Arthur 

M. Sackler collections, fig. 46 (Washington, 

DC: Arthur M. Sackler Foundation, 1987): 

353–403

 

Freer Gallery of Art. The Freer Chinese bronzes 

Oriental studies 1967, vol. 1, no. 7 (Washington, 

DC: Freer Gallery of Art, 1967)

 

Karlgren, B. ‘Yin and Chou in Chinese bronzes’ 

in B.M.F.E.A. or Bulletin of the Museum of 

Far Eastern Antiquities, no. 8 (Stockholm: 

Östasiatika Museet, 1936)

Karlgren, B. ‘A catalogue of the Chinese 

bronzes in the Alfred F. Pillsbury collection: 

end of a chapter,’ in The Minneapolis Institute 

of Arts Bulletin 41, October, 1952, no. 24 

(Minneapolis, MN: Minneapolis Institute of 

Arts, 1952): 126–136

Oriental Ceramic Society exhibition of early 

Chinese bronzes, November–December 1951, 

(London: Oriental Ceramic Society, 1951)

 

Rawson, J. Western Zhou ritual bronzes in the 

Arthur M. Sackler collections, no. 87.1; 87.5; 

87.7 & 87.8 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 

Press, 1990): 576–579

 

Watson, W. Ancient Chinese bronzes,  

no. 41 A (London: Faber & Faber, 1962)

 

← 004

 005 ↠
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Bronze garment hook
Han Dynasty 206 BC–AD 220

A fine bronze garment hook in the shape of a monkey, with an  
outstretched arm forming the hook. Slight traces of gold inlay are 
visible. A silver band surrounds the waist. Small jewels are inlaid  
on the arm, in the eyes and on the chest. The right arm is holding 
flowing textiles, which encircle the waist, terminating at the tip of 
the tail. This is reminiscent of the flowing textiles seen on apsara 
depictions from the Tang and Song dynasties. The bronze has not 
been cleaned and may reveal more gold below the encrustation. 
The encrustation is blue green. A variety of similar bronze garment 
hooks are shown in a collection of Ordos bronzes by Ben Janssens.

L : 25.8 cm
H : 8 cm

Provenance:  

Collection of a Gentleman, Beijing 

References:

Janssens, B. & Wace, R. Ancient bronzes  

from China, Ordos and the Steppes (London:  

Ben Janssens Oriental Art & Rupert Wace  

Ancient Art, 2007)

Leth, A. Kinesisk Kunst I Kunstidustri Museet,  

no. 32 (1959)

Siren, O. Kinas kunst under Tre Artusenden,  

no. 73 A, 74 A, 74 B, (New York: C.T. Loo, 1929)

↓ 019
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Rare decorated dragon chime fitting
Warring States Period 475–221 BC

The intricately cast face of a dragon is covered with multiple  
small dragon like creatures. The beast has a powerful jaw and  
an open mouth, with large fangs present in the front lateral  
corners. The nostrils are flared, created by curling reptilian beasts. 
Large horns in dramatic form appear from the sides of the head. 
The horns are decorated by coiling dragon like creatures. The fitting 
is attached to the musical instrument at the ends of wooden beams 
as decoration. Between the fittings, bian qing (stone chimes) are 
fitted on long beams. The instrument rests on two magnificent 
birdlike animals as bases. The pieces of wood that remained  
inside this bronze have been tested by the thermoluminescence 
process and were found to be of the Warring States period.

L : 13 cm
H : 8.9 cm  

Provenance:  

Ben Janssens, London. 

Sue Ollemans, London.

References:

Cheng, L. The high appreciation of cultural 

relics of Zeng Hou Yi tomb, no. 51–52, 58 & 62  

(Wuhan: Hubei Provincial Museum, no date): 70

Museum of Chinese Historical Relics. The 

unearthed cultural relics from the Lei Gu Dun, 

Sui Zhou, Hubei, Hubei Provincial Museum,  

(or Hubei Suizhou Leigu Dun Chutu Wenwu), 

no. 68–69 B (Wuhan: Hubei Provincial 

Museum, 1984)

Rogers, H. ‘Worlds of wonder,’ in Kaikodo 

Journal XX, Autumn 2001 (New York, NY: 

Kaikodo, 2001)

 

← 025

↓ 026
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Bronze garment hook with  
turquoise and lacquer inlay
Yunnan Province 
Western Han Dynasty 206 BC–AD 9

A bronze decorative garment hook is inlaid with multiple ringlets  
of turquoise, while a broad band of red lacquer trelliswork  
surrounds a central agate button. A single ring of turquoise  
ringlets is inlaid in the trelliswork and sixteen triangles created  
with the same turquoise are pointing inward. The central agate  
has a translucent pink orange colour, with milky streaks in the 
highly polished agate stone. The garment hook (buckle) is  
heavily encrusted with malachite. The rear of the disk bears a  
hook for fastening in a hole of a belt or strap. This hook is off  
centre. Textile strips, probably remnants of embalmments, are 
found on the rear. This is an exquisite example of decorations  
used by the Dian culture, Yunnan Province. This garment hook  
is particularly delicious on the eye. It has a crisp appearance  
and magnificent stature.

D : 17.8 cm

Provenance:  

Roger Keverne, London. 

Similar Examples:

Musée Guimet, Paris.

References:

Keverne, R. Fine and rare (Chinese works of 

art), (London: Roger Keverne, no date)

 

Rawson, J. (ed.) The Chinese bronzes of 

Yunnan (The Bowater Library of Chinese 

Civilization), no. 206–210 (London: Sidgwick  

& Jackson, 1984): 174–178

 

← 033

↓ 034

 035 ↠
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Provenance:  

Collection of a Gentleman, Hong Kong.

Thermoluminescence Test: 

Oxford, no. C100r78: Three samples were taken 

from the head, belly, and right front leg. The 

conclusion drawn from these samples was that 

the animal was not made of different pieces 

and is from the Six Dynasties period.

 

References:  

Shangraw, C. F., Mino, Y. & Thompson, J. 

The Tsui Museum of Art, Chinese ceramics: 

Neolithic to Liao, vol. 1, no. 18 (Hong Kong:  

The Tsui Museum of Art, 1993) 

 

Terracotta model of a qilin or chimera
Six Dynasties AD 220–581

The exceptionally well sculpted feline terracotta animal is poised 
magnificently. The head is drawn upward and back. The face is 
beautifully moulded with an open mouth. It has large, ferocious 
teeth. The nostrils flare and the eyes protrude with the original  
pigment visible on the eyeballs. The eyebrows are elaborately 
carved in a semi-circular fashion. The ears are pointing backwards,  
with an orange pigment remaining on the inner parts. The mane  
is well carved and curls down the animal’s neck. There are two 
wing-like protrusions behind the jaw and ears. These have a spray 
of linear radiating lines carved into them. The body is ‘s’ shaped 
and curvaceous. It is covered with fine linear incisions, reminiscent  
of clouds or some ethereal form. The legs are outstretched, and 
spiralled cloud-like structures protrude from behind the knees, 
with the legs ending in large, clawed feet. The tail is curved  
upwards and is coiled upon itself, as are the extensions of the  
eyebrows. The example in the Tsui Collection is identified as  
a dragon. We acquired this animal and viewed it with some 
suspicion as we were concerned about its pristine condition.  
We had it tested by the Oxford laboratories in three different  
anatomical areas. Our relief was immeasurable when the test  
results confirmed the authenticity of the object. This is a  
remarkable animal with strong, magnificent lines. It holds a  
great presence and is an important artefact.

L : 46.7 cm
H : 33 cm

← 049

 050 ↓
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White Dingyao bowl
Tang Dynasty–Five Dynasties AD 618–960

The bowl has a barbed four-point shape with rounded, flaring sides. 
The rim is sharply cut. It has eight rounded petals. The bowl is  
covered inside and out with ivory glaze. This glaze forms teardrop  
type streaks on the outside of the bowl, which is typical of 
Dingware. On the inside it has one small black speck, formed  
by an iron impurity embedded during the firing process.

D : 16 cm
H : 4 cm

Provenance:  

K. Y. Ng, Hong Kong. 

References:

Gyllensvård, B. Chinese ceramics in the Carl 

Kempe collection, no. 41 (Stockholm: 1964): 113

 

Krahl, R. Chinese ceramics from the 

Meiyintang Collection, vol. I, no. 36  

(London: Azimuth Editions, 1994)

Krahl, R., Sharp, L. I., Otsuka, R. Y. & Lo, K. Y.  

Bright as silver, white as snow: Chinese 

ceramics from late Tang to Yuan dynasty, no. 

4 & 7 (Hong Kong: Yungmingtang, 1998): 92–93 

& 98–99

Krahl, R. Chinese ceramics from the 

Meiyintang Collection, vol. I, no. 1492–1493 (The 

classic Song wares) (London: Azimuth Editions, 

1994):  488

Kwan, S. & Liu, X. Song ceramics: from the 

Kwan Collection Hong Kong, no. 8 (Hong Kong: 

Hong Kong Urban Council, 1994)

 

Songdai Yaozhou yaozhi/The Yaozhou  

kiln site of the Song period, no. 65, fig. 3–4 

(Beijing: 1998)

 

← 071

↓ 072
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A delicately potted, white Xingyao bowl. The bowl is deep with six 
lobes. It has a flaring rim and a ring incised below the lip, encircling 
the bowl. The foot is slender, but high, and has three spur marks of 
yellow-brown clay on the foot rim. The bowl is covered in a white 
slip and a translucent white glaze. Fingernail marks are present on 
the base of the bowl. This type of bowl is rare, and references are 
limited to Chinese publications.

Six lobed Xingyao bowl
Northern Song Dynasty AD 960–1127

D : 11.2 cm
H : 5.5 cm

Provenance:  

K. Y. Ng, Hong Kong.

 

References:  

The Museum of Oriental Ceramics. 

Masterpieces of Yaozhou ware, no. 47, (81009) 

(Osaka: Museum of Oriental Ceramics, 1997)

  

← 087

↓ 088 ↓ 089
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White glazed Dingyao stem cup
Ding Kilns, Quyang, Hebei Province
Northern Song Dynasty AD 960–1127

A large stem cup with bowl and stand, with a beautifully carved  
lotus flower design on the exteriors of both the bowl and the base. 
The rim is flared with a similar flaring of the smaller foot ring.  
A double row of lotus flower leaves encircles the bowl, and there  
is a single row at the base. These leaves are exquisitely and deeply 
carved. The stem cup is covered in a creamy white transparent 
glaze, except for the neatly cut foot ring. Teardrop formation is  
visible at the base. No literary references could be found depicting  
an equivalent stem cup or bowl. Many bowls with short foot rims 
and bases are published with similar lotus leaf design. This piece 
may be unique. A similar piece, by virtue of decoration and style,  
is a double gourd shaped ewer in the British Museum. Due to the 
rarity of these objects, the carved petal design suggests the 
same artist or potter may have produced these works.

D : 15 cm
H : 11.2 cm

Provenance:  

Dries Blitz, Amsterdam.

 

Similar Examples:

British Museum OA 1936.10–12.266

References:  

Krahl, R. Chinese ceramics from the 

Meiyintang Collection, vol. III, book II, no. 1436 

(London: Azimuth Editions, 2006): 437

 

Rawson, J., Smith, L., Whitfield, R.  

Pinder-Wilson, R. & Barrett, D. The world’s 

great collections, Oriental ceramics, vol. 5,  

no. 19 (London: The British Museum, 1981)

 

← 092

↓ 093
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Purple splashed Junyao bowl
Jun Kilns, Henan Province,
Northern Song–Jin Dynasty AD 960–1234

The bowl has deep, rounded sides, rising to a vertical lip. It is  
covered with a sky blue glaze and has a purple splash on the  
inside. The splash has serendipitously taken on the shape of  
a budding flower. The foot is unglazed. The glaze ends above  
the foot and forms a thick ridge ending on the brick red clay.  
A small black splash, resembling a small goldfish, is also visible  
towards the centre of the bowl.

D : 17.9 cm
H : 8.4 cm

Provenance:  

Susan Ollemans, London.

 

References:  

National Palace Museum. A panorama of 

ceramics of the National Palace Museum: 

Chun ware (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 

1999): 224–225

 

Tokyo National Museum. Illustrated catalogues 

of Tokyo National Museum: Chinese ceramics 

II, no. 85 (Tokyo: Tokyo National Museum, 

1988): 24

Hobson, R. L. The George Eumorfopoulos 

Collection of Chinese, Korean and Persian 

pottery and porcelain, vol. III,  no. XII, no. L72  

& pl. 111, no. 81 (London: Ernest Benn, 1926)

 

Keverne, R. Winter, 2002, no. 57  

(London: Roger Keverne, 2002): 53

 

Krahl, R. Chinese ceramics from the 

Meiyintang Collection, vol. III, book II,  

no. 1459–1460 (London: Azimuth Editions, 

2006): 459  

← 102

↓ 103 ↓ 104
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Yaozhou high relief carved ewer
Yaozhou kilns, Shaanxi Province
Five Dynasties AD 907–960

The neck is cylindrical and is slightly everted at the rim, indicating  
that this particular type may not have had a cover. Most of the  
ewers with vertical necks were accompanied by covers. The spout 
is of moderate length, curving slightly downward and finely  
potted, with no decoration. The ewer has a strap handle with a 
diamond and crossover design. A lotus leaf tip decorates  
the joint of the handle at its base. The body is decorated with a 
flower on the front, and a leaf design on the sides and back.  
The relief carving is of exceptional quality and is particularly deep.  
Tooth-combing with individual hand drawn lines has been done on 
the petals. The foot rim is unglazed and grey. A thermoluminescence  
test triangle is present on the foot rim. The base is partially glazed. 
The ewer has a superb blue green coloured glaze, the colour of the 
sea after a storm. The colour of the ewer is uniformly beautiful.  
The ewer is upright and the foot is straight. A few other examples  
exist with, at last count, ten have been traced. This ewer has 
been likened to a good Rembrandt oil painting, or the Goldberg 
Variations by J. S. Bach by two independent scholars.

D : 15 cm (handle to spout)
H : 18.5 cm

Provenance:  

Collection of a Lady, Hong Kong (present in 

collection for more than thirty years).

 

Capital Gallery, Hong Kong.

 

Thermoluminescence Test: 

Test no. 3630YJ28, C-Link and Development, 

Hong Kong, 29 September 2010.

References:  

Bluett & Sons. Oriental works of art, Autumn 

1988, vol. XXXIV, no. 3 (London: Bluett & Sons, 

1988): 162

Hasebe, G. & Hayashiya, S. The world’s 

greatest collections, Oriental ceramics  

at Tokyo National Museum, vol. X, no. 10 

(Tokyo: Kodansha, 1982)

 

Krahl, R. Chinese ceramics from the 

Meiyintang Collection, vol. III, book II, no. 1472 

(London: Azimuth Editions, 2006): 470–471

 

Ladai Huangpu Yaozhi, no. 5; 29–30, fig. 1–2 

(1997): 64; 67 

 

Lally, J. J. Early Chinese ceramics, an American 

private collection, March–April, 2005, no. 49 

(New York, NY: J. J. Lally & Co, 2005)

 

Oriental Ceramic Society. From the collection 

of Lord Cunliffe: the arts of the Sung dynasty,  

no. 145 (London: Oriental Ceramic Society, 1960)

Song dai Yaozhou yao zhi (Xin hua shu dian 

jing xiao, 1998): 56

 

Wirgin, J. Sung ceramic designs, no. 1 E 

(Stockholm: Bamboo Publishing, 1970) 

Yongwe, D. & Su, G. Museum collections, 

cultural relics of Gansu, Wenwu, no. 124 

(Gansu: Gansu Province Cultural Heritage 

Board, no date): 123

 

← 113

 114 ↠

 115

 116
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Five lobed Yaozhou bowl
Yaozhou Kilns, Shaanxi Province
Five Dynasties AD 907–960

The bowl has a flower shape with five lobes. These are five ribs on 
the exterior wall, these give the impression of five petals. The sides 
are deep and slant inward to a slightly splayed foot rim. The bowl  
is covered in a light olive green glaze, typical of the Five Dynasties. 
It has an air of simplicity, which makes it extremely attractive.  
The colour is not browned on any side. The glaze is thick over a thin 
body. Typical spur marks are present. This is a fine example of  
early Yaozhou ware. The potter’s fingernail marks are embedded in 
the base and foot rim. These marks were formed at the moment of 
dipping the bowl into a liquid glaze, before firing.

D : 18.5 cm
H : 7.4 cm

Provenance:  

K. Y. Ng, Hong Kong.

 

References:  

Chinese ceramics, Song Yuan dynasty 

(Taiwan: Artist Publishing Co, no date): 600–601

Jiurutang Collection (ed.) The Jiurutang 

Collection of ancient Chinese ceramics,  

no. 163 (Hong Kong: 2003): 252

Kwan, S. & Liu, X. Song ceramics: from  

the Kwan Collection Hong Kong, no. 69  

(Hong Kong: Hong Kong Urban Council,  

1994): 174

Krahl, R. Chinese ceramics from the 

Meiyintang Collection, vol. III, book II, no. 1475 

(London: Azimuth Editions, 2006): 474

Museum of Oriental Ceramics. Masterpieces 

of Yaozhou ware, no. 20–21 (Osaka: Museum  

of Oriental Ceramics, 1997): 21

← 123

↓ 124
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Pair of covered Qingbai vases
Northern Song Dynasty AD 960–1127

This pair of porcelain meiping have grooves and flat bases, with 
short unglazed necks which have a slight inward curve. The necks 
and rims are covered by grooved, inward slanting lids. The outer 
surfaces of the lids are glazed. The vases are covered in a light blue 
glaze and brown black spots of iron oxide. The porcelain is white, 
with black brown dust specks, along with a fine grain. The glaze 
pools well in the grooves. Other examples of the vases could not  
be traced in published literature. 

This is a rare example of Japanese Tobi Seiji style in qingbai ware.

1. D : 10 cm
 H : 17.5 cm
2. D : 9.7 cm
 H : 17.5 cm

Provenance:  

K. Y. Ng, Hong Kong.

Thermoluminescence Test: 

Report no. 8395RE15, C+C Authentication Lab, 

Ltd., 10 June 2004, Hong Kong.

 

References:  

Ayers, J. Chinese ceramics in the Baur 

Collection, vol. I, no. 39 (A106), (Geneva: 

Collections Baur, 1999): 82–83

Guy, J. Oriental trade ceramics in Southeast 

Asia: 10th to 16th century, no. 35–43 

(Melbourne: National Gallery of Victoria,  

1980): 42–43 

Joseph, A. M. Chinese and Annamese 

ceramics found the Philippines and Indonesia, 

no. 27–40 (London: Hugh M. Moss Ltd.,  

1973): 62–75

 

She, B. & Ming, Y. Porcelain of the Yuan 

dynasty, appreciation of Beijing cultural  

relics, no. 34 (no date): 56–57 

Zhu, B. Longquanyao qingci/Celadon from 

Longquan kilns, pl. 88.1, 88.2 (Taipei: Yishujia 

Chubanshe, 1998): 123

 

← 145

↓ 146
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Provenance:  

Susan Ollemans, London.

 

Similar Examples:  

Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Harvard University 

Collection, Boston.

 

The Percival David Collection, British  

Museum, London.

 

References:  

Krahl, R. Chinese ceramics from the 

Meiyintang Collection, vol. I, no. 515  

(London: Azimuth Editions, 1994): 278

 

Ng, K. Y. Tang and Song ceramic tea ware 

exhibition, no. 47 (Hong Kong: K.Y. Ng Fine Art, 

2015): 16–19

Wirgin, J. Some ceramic wares from Chi-Chou, 

B.M.F.E.A., no. 34, fig. 2 (Stockholm, 1962: 63) 

 

Qingbai glazed bowl
Baishe Kilns, Nanfeng County, Jiangxi Province
Southern Song Dynasty AD 1127–1279

The bowl has a conical shape with a groove below the rim. The bowl 
ends with a shallow foot, covered by a white slip. The shallow base  
is countersunk. The glaze is a pale blue, or qingbai, colour.  
The inside has been decorated with a prunus branch and  
a crescent moon. This was done by using the sgraffito carving  
technique. A prunus branch and crescent moon, covered in a  
warm chestnut colour glaze, appear inside and below the rim.  
The prunus blossom and crescent moon decoration was  
probably derived from a poem by Chen Yuyi (AD 1090–1139),  
a follower of the Jiangxi school of poets. This piece was acquired 
from Susan Ollemans at a fair in London. It was spotted by  
Dries Blitz, who stated that it was a wonderful object and would  
be entirely appropriate in our collection. I obviously took the  
opportunity to acquire this bowl, characterised by its simplicity.

D : 11.2 cm
H : 4.1 cm

← 159

↓ 160 ↓ 161
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Provenance:  

Spink, London.

 

Susan Ollemans, London.

 

Jan and Liz Nel Collection, South Africa.

 

Similar Examples:  

Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

 

Simon Kwan Collection, Hong Kong.

 

Janssens, B. Catalogue 2004,  

(London: Ben Janssens, 2004): 64

 

References:  

Crick, M. Chinese trade ceramics for 

Southeast Asia: from the I to XVII century: 

collection of Ambassador and Mrs. Charles 

Müller, no. 73 (Milan: 5 Continents Editions, 

2010): 162

 

Janssens, B. Chinese boxes, 2013 (London:  

Ben Janssens, 2013): 6

Krahl, R. Chinese ceramics from the 

Meiyintang Collection, vol. I, no. 1566  

(London: Azimuth Editions, 1994): 576

 

Yongwe, D. & Su, G. Museum collections, 

cultural relics of Gansu (Gansu: Gansu 

Province Cultural Heritage Board, no date): 133

Rare Longquan glazed  
cosmetic greenware box
Longquan Kilns, Zhejiang Province
Southern Song Dynasty AD 1127–1279

The cover of the box is carved and decorated with a lotus design. 
The box cover is supported on a bowl with a tapering foot.  
The cover is dome shaped with a straight lip. The interior of the box 
is fitted with three compartments joined by scrolling chrysanthemums.  
The cover is carved with a lotus flower. Similar examples were 
made at the Yaozhou kilns. The Victoria and Albert Museum example  
has a brown mark on the lid. This example is in perfect condition 
and is exceptionally beautiful.

D : 5.1 cm
H : 11.1 cm

← 168

↓ 169

 170 ↠
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Pair of Tobi Seiji style Longquan vases
Longquan Kilns, Zhejiang Province
Yuan Dynasty AD 1279–1368

These vases are an imitation of archaic bronzes. They are pear 
shaped, elegant and slender. The handles are not decorated and 
have ringlets attached to the sides. A double raised rib is present  
around the neck, inside the handles. The glaze is thick and smooth.  
It is green with a light olive tinge. These vases have iron oxide  
spots or dark black brown Tobi Seiji style blotches. An incised 
double ring surrounds the central belly of each vase. The vases  
are glazed, excepting the unglazed foot rims. The foot rims are  
fired brick red. One of my friends, a scholar in the field, is of the  
opinion that all ceramics were functional rather than decorative. 
These pieces however would seem to serve as evidence for the  
opposite, appearing to be more decorative than utilitarian.

D : 7 cm
H : 16 cm

Provenance:  

Capital Gallery, Hong Kong.

 

Collection of a Lady Hong Kong.
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Longquan liding bronze-form  
greenware tripod censer
Longquan Kilns, Zhejiang Province
Southern Song Dynasty AD 1127–1279

The censer rests on three slightly splayed legs. It has a cylindrical  
neck, which ends in an everted lip. The censer imitates the shape 
of the liding bronze vessel. The body is compressed and has three 
vertical ribs extending down the outside. The censer is covered 
in a light sea green glaze. The glaze is smooth, with no crackling. 
The tips of the legs are unglazed, therefore the light grey stoneware 
is visible at the tips and is a brick red colour due to heat exposure. 
This censer was probably used for incense burning, a ritual 
prevalent since the Warring States Period. Tripod incense burners 
were produced in the Longquan, Jun, Ru and Guan Kilns.

D : 9.7 cm
H : 7.5 cm

Provenance:  

Spink & Son, London
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Pear shaped Yaozhou bottle  
with a bowstring design
Yaozhou Kilns, Shaanxi Province
Northern Song–Jin Dynasty AD 960–1234

The mouth has a flared lip and rests on a slender neck. The body  
is pear shaped and rests on an unglazed foot. The foot has a 
well cut appearance. The vessel is covered in a white slip, visible 
at the exposed biscuit areas. The decoration is minimalistic, with 
three horizontal rings below the slender neck, two horizontal rings 
at the top end of the body, and two rings at the bottom of the body. 
The rings are done in a sgraffito style, in which the artist scratches 
or draws into the surface layer of the paint or the wet glaze, as is the 
case for this piece. The design is known as the bowstring design. 
The bottle is covered in a thick, evenly distributed, black glaze.

D : 13.7 cm
H : 26 cm

Provenance:  

Capital Gallery, Hong Kong.
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The lip of the bowl is straight, then bulges outward. The bowl has 
rounded sides, rising to the lip, which is covered by a thick black 
brown glaze on the exterior. The glaze partially covers the outside  
of the foot ring. The interior has two tiers of vertical, russet painted  
stripes. On the inside base, the black glaze pools to one side.  
This may be an indication of the way in which the bowl was fired. 
Similar bowls have been found at the Guantai kiln at Cixian, Hebei 
Province. There is a similar example in the Robert Barron Collection.

D : 18.4 cm
H : 9 cm

Deep bowl with a black glaze  
and vertical russet stripes
Cizhou Kilns, Guantai, Cixian or Hebei Province
Yuan Dynasty AD 1279–1368

Provenance:  

Capital Gallery, Hong Kong.
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